
RULES – GIRO 2006 
 
?  The competition is open for anyone owning an e-mail address. Only one team per person (more of 

18 years). There are not prizes to be won. 
 
?  Select 10 base riders, 5 reserves riders, 5 extra riders, 1 Joker for each jersey, one special stage and 

one rest stage. 
 
?  A team can be altered before the prologue. After the start, the extra riders will take the place of a 

base or reserve rider that doesn't start. Each following rider go one place up and the first extra rider 
become fifth reserve. The remaining extra riders will not be used in later parts of the game. If the 
number of extra riders is not sufficient, the 16° of the prologue is add, then the 17°... 

 
?  The JOKERS: The points win by a Joker are multiply by two for the concerned jersey, at each 

stage (not for the final ranking). A rider may be joker several times. 
 
?  If a joker are not starting, the first base rider of the team is joker for the concerned jersey. 
 
?  Choose good the reserves. If a base rider doesn't start the first available reserve rider take is place.  

The points win by the reserve rider in the precedent stages are not count. 
If a joker is replaced, the reserve rider become not joker.  

 
?  For the special stage, all the points win in the stage are multiply by two. (The points of the jokers 

for the concerned jersey are multiply by four). 
 
?  The day of your rest stage you score 0 point. 
 
?  If one or more stage are cancelled they are consider as rest stages. In this case all other stage will 

be consider as normal (include your rest stage) and the special stages concerned are replace with 
the reserve special stage.  

 
?  The official result of a stage is the result as published by Cyclingnews.com. If a rider is 

disqualified the next day, the ranking is not modified. 
 
?  If a rider leave the Giro, they points stay acquire for the player. 
 
 

Scoring System 
     

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15                                 
Daily scores ITT 18 15 13 11 9 7 6 5 4 3 2 1    
 Other stages 25 20 17 14 12 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
 Pink jersey 7 5 3 2 1                     
 Points jersey 7 5 3 2 1                     
 Mountain jersey 7 5 3 2 1                                                       
Final ranking Pink jersey 125 105 90 75 60 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 
  Points jersey 60 47 36 26 17 10 5                 
 Mountain jersey 60 47 36 26 17 10 5                 
 
With equality of points, the riders scores the points of the best place. The other riders scores the points 
of the really place. 
 
Ex. : Mountain jersey Player points  
 Jalabert 25 points 7 
 Bugno 25 points 7 
 Bartali 24 points 3 


